Here we can see the same aisle
surveyed under VDMA ('FX' Short
Wave length) proving failure in
the majority of the floor, it is easy
to understand why the MHE fails
to operate in this case, hence the
dient could not operate at full
height and speed, for this reason he
had no choice but to dramatically
reduce the speed and height of his
VNA trucks.
For this very reason fork truck
manufacturers recommend the
VDMA guideline over the soon to
be updated EN standerd.
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lt is therefore very easy to see
Aisle 012
Distance [m]
why the very out dated TR34 has
Diag lb.
no value for the end user or the
Survey Graph surveyed under VDMA ('FX') ( the same floor Aisle 012 as the DM 1 specified)
truck manufacturer, this is purely a
guideline for floor slab construction and not the ergonomics and safety of the trucks, drivers and the warehouse
operations.

AlphaPlan has not only been
surveying floors for the past eight
years in a much more scientific way,
but the research has been worked
out in corporation with all main
constructors and in corporation
with the Technica! University of
München, followed up by 2 years
of pragmatic testing on all types
of trucks and all different types of
floor.

Pic 2
Shows the FloorProfilerwith the DIN 15 185 and the VDMA ('FX' Meter) tools.

More importantly AlphaPlan
has also developed its equipment
in such a way that the results
can not be manipulated. All
floers surveyed, are instantly
downloaded
within
minutes,
this can only meen the survey is
completely independent.
Clients are
much more
need
for
survey.
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